


I Am Here To Help!I Am Here To Help!
Hi, I am Leann!
I'm a Certified Baby Sleep Consultant (by
The Sleep Sense Program) who helps 
restless babies sleep through the night 
with personalised baby sleep plans and 
ongoing support.

Sleep training for children is one of the 
most vital and empowering skill sets 
every parent should have. It has 
benefitted my family tremendously.

As a sleep-deprived parent turned sleep 
consultant, I am certain that i can help 
you achieve the good sleep that you and 
your little one sorely need.

About The Sleep Sense Program:

A pediatrician-Trusted,
Step-By-Step System For Teaching Your Child

To Sleep Through The Night

Trusted by over 109,000 parents since 2003



Parents are sleep- 
deprived since baby is 

born, and relationship are 
affected

Baby cries during the 
transition of swaddling, 

and not able to fall asleep 
without being swaddled

Baby doesn't have enough 
nap during the day ( Babies 
who take good naps sleep 

better overnight)

Baby wakes up 
multiple times for night 

feeds

Baby is reliant on
breastfedding or pacifier to
fall asleep and stay asleep 

Baby Sleep ProblemsBaby Sleep Problems
Parents FaceParents Face

5 Common5 Common



Independent Sleep

Self-Soothe

Lesser Night Feeds

Healthy Sleep Habits

Uninterrupted Sleep

To Be ExpectedTo Be Expected
ImprovementsImprovements



I understand the feeling of helplessness
when you don’t know if you are doing the
right thing. With that being said, I always try
my best to reply to your messages quickly
even at night and during the weekends
(without extra charge).

I am not an online resource. I am a real
person whom you can talk to and discuss
with to personalise the plan. I will ensure
that the plan works for your family. I would
never ask you to do things you are
uncomfortable with.

Why ChooseWhy Choose
Sleepy Bubba?Sleepy Bubba?

InstantInstantInstant

I will equip you with the right tool,
resources, and support to make sure that

you are confident to make the best
decision for you and your baby. I will be
your educator, coach, and guide during

your time with me.

CompleteCompleteComplete

PersonalisedPersonalisedPersonalised



Every child is unique and different. Every family is too. 
Books and Google will never be able to cater to every child or

every family's specific needs. This is why all my baby sleep
consultations will include these services. 

The service varies based on the package you choose. For more details, please visit www.sleepybubba.com/packages

How DoesHow Does  
Sleep Training Works?Sleep Training Works?



Ideal for soon-to-be or new parents who need
guidance right from the start and get to their 

baby to sleep through the night sooner.

Ideal for parents who want to solve bedtime, 
night wakings and nap issues, and teach their 

baby the skills of sleeping independently.

Ideal for parents who want to make positive 
changes to their toddler's sleep habits and 
ensure that he/she is getting enough rest.

Who Do I Serve?Who Do I Serve?



"Thanks to Leann our sleep savior, we have a happy sleepy baby. 
She worked out a solid sleep plan for us and made sure to be there 
every step of the way. Can't imagine having to sleep train my baby 

without her."

"Taking on sleep with Leann was a big milestone for our family. The 
sleep debt that we accumulated over 10 months of broken sleep was 
taking toll on me. Sleep training wasn't a term alien to me, but I just 

didn't have a clue where to start.
These day, with everyone sleeping better, we get to have more fun 

too!"

"After 2 weeks of following the plan with continuous guidance from 
Leann, our daughter was sleeping better, we were sleeping better, 

simply put, it's back to the good old days."

"We loved he customized plan built for our tiny human with the 
simple goal of getting both parents and children more sleep. Leann 
adapts her communication style to suit each situation, and is not 

pushy in guiding new parents through unchartered territory."

- Wendy, Mother of 2 -

- Mel, Mother of 2 -

- Lucas Ng -

- Jason Liew -

Success Stories of Baby Sleep Training | Sleepy Bubba

Hear from well-restedHear from well-rested
daddies and mummiesdaddies and mummies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Q2rngYsMeU


You can also reach me at

www.sleepybubba.com +65 6013 6813

+65 8860 6053admin@sleepybubba.com

Let's Work TogetherLet's Work Together

https://www.sleepybubba.com/?utm_source=CSO&utm_medium=Quotation&utm_campaign=enquiry
mailto:admin@sleepybubba.com
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=6588606053
https://www.instagram.com/sleepybubba.sg/
https://t.me/sleepybubbasg
https://www.facebook.com/sleepybubbaconsulting.sg

